Sing Hosanna

Keyboard accompaniment by Scott Soper

INTRO (q = ca. 112)

VERSES

1. Com-ing
   (2. Lamb of

1. ___ King, saving ___ Lord, by your
   ___ God sacrifed, you raised your

1. ___ cross re-deem-ing the ___ world.
   ___ hands so we might have ___ life.
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1. shout
2. live

A\add9

3

“Ho-san-na on high!”

We will_ We cry_

because you died.

3

We will

A\add9

1. praise,
2. out

“Ho-san-na on high!”

Sing ho-

Fm7

you will rise.

D\add9
cresc.

REFRAIN

san-na, sing ho-san-na.

King of

A\add9

D\add9
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1. kings, Lord of lords, you are God.

2. Lamb of God.

3. Sing hо - God.

INTERLUDE

Edition # 20787-Z1
Raise your hands! _______________ Sing ho -

Fm7  Eb/G  Dbadd9

FINAL REFRAIN

mp

san - na,  sing ho - san - na.  King of kings,

Abadd9  Dbadd9  Fm7

Lord of lords,  you are God.  Sing ho - san - na,

Eb  Dbadd9

SING HOSANNA (Keyboard/Vocal), pg. 5 of 6
Edition # 20787-Z1
SING HOSANNA (Keyboard/Vocal), pg. 6 of 6

sing hosanna.

King of kings, Lord of

D♭add9

Fm7

lords, you are God.

lords, you are God.

1

2

Final

Final

Eb

D♭add9

D♭add9

Eb

D♭add9

Eb

A♭add9

rit.
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Edition # 20787-Z2

Josh Blakesley

INTRO (d = ca. 112)
Capo 1: (Gadd9)
Abadd9

VERSES
(Gadd9) (Dsus4/F#) (Em7)
Abadd9 Ebsus4/G Fm7

REFRAIN
(Gadd9) (Cadd9)
Abadd9 Dbadd9
cresc.
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kings, Lord of lords, you are God. 2. Lamb of God.

God. Sing ho- God.

Raise your hands! Raise your hands!

Sing ho-
FINAL REFRAIN

(Gadd9)  Abadd9
(Cadd9)  D♭add9
(Em7)    Fm7
(D)      Eb

san - na, sing ho - san - na. King of kings, Lord of lords, you are

(Gadd9)  D♭add9
cresc.


(Em7)    Fm7
1
(D)      Eb
(Cadd9)  D♭add9

King of kings. Lord of lords, you are God.

2
(D)      Eb
(Cadd9)  D♭add9
(Ending)
(D)      Eb
(Gadd9)  Abadd9

lords, you are God. lords, you are God.

Edition # 20787-Z2
Sing Hosanna

INTRO ($ = ca. 112)
Capo 1: (Gadd9)
Abadd9
cresc.
∑ ∑
1.
2.

1. Coming
(2. Lamb of )

VERSES

(Gadd9)
Abadd9

(Dsus4/F#)
Ebsus4/G

(Em7)
Fm7

1. King, saving Lord,
sacri fied,
by your cross
you raised your hands

1. redeeming the world.
2. so we might have life.

1. high!
2. died.

1. we will shout
So we live
“Hosanna on_

1. will praise,
you will rise.
“Hosanna on high!”

REFRAIN

(Gadd9)
Abadd9

(Cadd9)
Dbadd9
cresc.

Sing hosanna, sing hosanna.
King of
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kings, Lord of lords, you are God.

2. Lamb of God.

INTERLUDE

BRIDGE

Raise your hands! Raise your hands! Raise your hands! Sing<hover>(Guitar/Vocal), pg. 2 of 3 Edition # 20787-Z2</hover>
FINAL REFRAIN
(Gadd9)
Abadd9
(Cadd9)
D♭add9
(Em7)
Fm7
(D)
Eb


King of kings, Lord of lords, you are God.
Sing Hosanna

INTRO (q = ca. 112)

Abadd9

Melody

Harmony I

Harmony II

Ebsus4/G

Fm7

Dadd9

Abadd9
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Sing Hosanna

INTRO (\( \cdot = \text{ca. 112} \))

\[ \text{Ab add9} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
&1. \text{ Com - ing } \quad (2. \text{ Lamb of }) \\
&\text{verse 1} \\
&\text{verse 2}
\end{align*} \]

VERSES

\[ \text{Ab add9} \quad \text{Eb sus4/G} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
&1. \quad \text{King,} \\
&\text{verse 1} \\
&\text{verse 2}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
&2. \quad \text{God} \\
&\text{verse 1} \\
&\text{verse 2}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
&\text{Eb sus4/G} \\
&\text{verse 1} \\
&\text{verse 2}
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
&\text{Eb sus4/G} \\
&\text{verse 1} \\
&\text{verse 2}
\end{align*} \]
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1. __praise, you will ____ rise. Sing ho -
2. __out "Ho - san - na on____ high!"

REFRAIN

Abadd9
cue notes 2nd time only

Fm7

1

E♭

D.S.

kings, Lord of lords, you are God.

2. Lamb of __

1

Fill > D.S.

2

Dbad9

3

A♭

God. Sing ho -

God.

Edition # 70673-Z3
SING HOSANNA (Drums), pg. 3 of 5

INTERLUDE

\[ \text{Fm} \quad \text{Eb/G} \quad \text{Ab add9} \]

BRIDGE

\[ \text{Fm} \quad \text{Eb/G} \quad \text{Ab add9} \]

\[ \text{Fm} \quad \text{Eb/G} \quad \text{Db Maj7} \]

\[ \text{Fm7} \quad \text{Eb/G} \quad \text{Db add9} \]

Edition # 70673-Z3
2
Eb
D\text{add9}

 lords, you are God.

Final
Eb
mf

 lords, you are

God.